
IDEAS Competitive Profiles

Why iDeas Competitive Profiles?

•  Our proprietary database is updated daily and includes extensive 
historical data on comparative performance, pricing and product/
service features.

•  Our feature-rich, interactive Web-based tools make it easy to 
conduct detailed, customized competitive analysis, exploring more 
options in less time with a higher degree of accuracy.

•  Our unique RPE2 server performance estimate methodology is 
designed to enable objective, head-to-head comparisons across 
vendors’ products and configurations.
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Compete with confidence

IDEAS Competitive Profiles helps IT sales and marketing 
professionals make faster, smarter decisions about how to position 
the server and storage products they propose and deliver to 
clients. By combining our comprehensive, independent product 
and service data with our powerful analytical tools, you can quickly 
create detailed, customized competitive comparisons anytime from 
anywhere. We help sales and marketing professionals:

• Quantify the benefits of proposed server and storage offerings

•  Create customized client-facing reports to help your sales force sell

• Reduce sales cycles and improve win rates

• Identify competitive strengths in a comparative context

• Keep abreast of new pricing and product developments

•  Make more-informed product/service development 
recommendations and decisions

get information about new features and tools 
right on your home page

Quickly 
access 
data and 
analytical 
tools 

Make fast 
comparisons 
of server 
and storage 
products 



Quickly design smarter solutions

ServerCAR 

CPService

•  smart import makes entering server  
lists fast and easy, and you can save  
and share cleansed lists to support 
collaborative marketing, selling and  
solution design processes.

•  Carbon Calculator instantly quantifies 
potential savings in power and carbon 
emissions, leveraging a comprehensive 
database of location-specific cost and 
conversion factors.

•  target server Wizard gives rapid guidance 
on the best consolidation options based on 
your prospects’ and clients’ current state 
and the criteria that matter most to them.

•  Quickview provides fast access to 
performance and environmental data for 
more than 24,000 configurations, and  
you can easily export the configurations  
you choose.  

Rapidly analyze server consolidation scenarios and model potential solutions. Plan server 
consolidation projects and quantify potential savings in the number of servers and the 
space, power and cooling they require.

•  service Profiles include part-level 
current and historical pricing, technical 
descriptions and details on key features.

•  Product Watch enables you to monitor 
services for price changes and new 
service parts announcements.

•  server, Blade and storage Cost of 
ownership leverages our extensive 
library of fully priced server, storage and 
blade system configurations, priced at 
three levels of support over a three-year 
acquisition and maintenance period.  
You can select a predefined comparison 
or create a custom analysis, and use our 
tools and charting options to examine key 
findings more closely.

Gain rapid insight into competitive IT infrastructure services, including hardware 
maintenance, software support, mission-critical services and installation services for major 
vendors of server and storage products. 



Quickly design smarter solutions

QuickCompete

CPSystems and CPStorage
Launch competitive comparisons by market segment with a single click. 
Choose from an extensive library of server and storage product information 
covering all major current and obsolete products (dating back 20 years). 
Multicurrency coverage is available for more than 40 countries worldwide.

Profiles include a technical description and specifications; life cycle 
information; part and configuration list and street pricing; performance 
and environmental data; benchmark data; and a list of typical competing 
products. Our proprietary tools and wizards make it easy to drill down on 
specific competitive scenarios.

Competitive Landscape Identify typical competing product sets and perform competitive analysis based on configuration-level pricing  
or key product or performance criteria. 

Get fast insight into competitive specifications, pricing, and operational and environmental performance through a suite 
of easy-to-use tools. Find the information you need in just three quick steps. 

solution Builder Leverage our extensive library of configurations to help you build projects with one or more custom configurations. See 
pricing and set discounts for your target geography, and translate pricing into multiple currencies. Monitor price changes 
over time to ensure that your product configurations remain competitive with specific offerings or market averages. 

Understand the competitive landscape

CPSystems and CPStorage Tools

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3
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our research coverage includes:

servers
• UNIX servers

• Industry-standard servers

• Highly scalable servers

• Blade systems

•  System software  
(operating systems, virtualization  
and system management tools)

storage
• DAS, NAS and SAN

• Unified storage

• SAN connectivity devices

• Tape libraries, drives and autoloaders

• Storage software

service
• Hardware maintenance

• Software support

• Mission-critical support services

• Installation and configuration services

Decision support for it sales and 
marketing professionals:

•  Product/service planning, engineering, 
management and pricing teams

• Competitive intelligence professionals

• Sales and account executives

•  Consultants, system integrators and  
OEM service providers

Our server performance estimates are powered by our proprietary 
RPE2 methodology. While many server performance benchmarks 
exist, they frequently offer insufficient or inappropriate data for 
comparing performance across disparate servers.

RPE2 enables you to make direct, head-to-head comparisons 
between servers by combining best-case performance data from 
multiple benchmark sources (SAP SD Two-Tier, TPC-C, TPC-H, 
SPECjbb2005 and two SPEC CPU2006 components) and server 

manufacturers. By incorporating a broader spectrum of measured 
outcomes, RPE2 values are more representative of overall server 
capability and the range of applications now being consolidated in 
virtualized server environments.

RPE2 data covers all processor configuration options for x86, IA-64 
and RISC servers for major vendors from 1997 onward — over 24,000 
configurations in all.

What is rPe2? 


